
 

Inauguramos nuestra nueva web 

30, julio 

Hoy inauguramos nuestra nueva web, y le queremos hacer un homenaje a nuestro padre y

Fundador de la Empresa, Ángel Molina Torres.

Un luchador incansable, avanzado a su tiempo y siempre con una máxima en la vida “trabajar con

ilusión y aprender cada día, para dar el mejor servicio al cliente”, valores que nos ha transmitido y

que nosotros mantendremos, para continuar siendo las peluquerías más selectas de la ciudad.

Gracias papá, te queremos.

Tus hijos.. Ángel, José y Víctor

 

 

Foto publicada en el Diario Ideal de Granada, el sábado 13 de Mayo de 2000.

 Comentarios

ufabet - 18/02/2024 14:16

Thank you for any other informative blog. Where else may just I am getting that kind of information

written in such a perfect method? I have a mission that I’m simply now working on, and I have been
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on the glance out for such info. ufabet

Alexa - 21/11/2023 07:57

Do you know the net worth of your favorite actor, singer or any celebrity? There is a website which

contains all information about celeb net worth for everyone.

seooo - 12/07/2023 15:29

Most of the time I don’t make comments on websites, but I'd like to say that this article really

forced me to do so. Really nice post!You are truly well informed and very intelligent. You wrote

something that people could understand and made the subject intriguing for everyone. Really,

great blog you have got here. ORIGCHIP Electronic Components

seo - 03/07/2023 19:32

This is just the information I am finding everywhere. Thanks for your blog, I just subscribe your blog.

This is a nice blog..This is really nice to read..informative post is very good to read..thanks a lot!

SHINE EVER (HK)

Kathryn Zavala - 08/05/2023 13:02

Found your post interesting to read. I cant wait to see your post soon. Good Luck for the upcoming

update. Find the latest net worth of the richest actors and highest paid celebrities including the how

much money the Trumps have. Click here for more information celebrity net worth.

Yvette Moffatt - 07/04/2023 12:08

I always look forward to reading your latest blog post and am never disappointed. I would like to

share an article about Innovations In Color Blindness that I came across recently and found

interesting, which examines some of the cutting-edge technologies being developed to assist those

with color blindness.

Marcy Renik - 27/03/2023 03:49

It’s difficult to find knowledgeable folks with this topic, however you be understood as do you know

what you’re speaking about! Thanks Marcy Renik

Tammi Lynn - 10/03/2023 13:44

I thank the writer for sharing this very valuable information. The CPS test is useful for those who

want to increase their clicking speed. For more information, visit this profile about cps test. It can

also be played like a game.

mtom - 05/02/2023 17:43

This is a great blog and i want to visit this every day of the week , trash chute piston

========= There is noticeably big money to know about this. I suppose you made certain nice

points in functions also. herbal essences shampoo

james - 02/02/2023 13:32

This is such an awesome asset, to the point that you are giving and you give it away for nothing.

Same day courier services
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sa - 01/02/2023 11:55

I agree with your thought. Thank you for your sharing. 안전놀이터

============================As soon as you look at the possibilities which are

open up as you go through the Visit Articles and reviews Write-up Submissions Provider, you will

rapidly learn about that there are a lot of things that you can truly take into consideration. slot88

po - 16/01/2023 11:00

This is a terrific web site, could you be interested in doing an interview regarding how you designed

it If so e-mail me! 파워볼사이트

to - 10/01/2023 13:32

Very nice publish, thanks so much for sharing. Do you have an RSS feed I can subscribe to?

먹튀검증커뮤니티

vv - 18/12/2022 08:18

Fortunate i discovered this phenomenal website, Another good website is Dbol will be sure to save

it in order to check-out frequently. 슬롯사이트 추천

kk - 15/12/2022 07:59

I like the helpful info you provide in your articles. I’ll bookmark your blog and check again here

frequently. I am quite sure I’ll learn a lot of new stuff right here! Best of luck for the next! 꽁머니

smt - 13/12/2022 08:11

I am typically to blogging and i really appreciate your content regularly. This content has really

peaks my interest. I’m going to bookmark your web site and maintain checking for first time

information. 토토사이트 검증

mtom - 26/11/2022 18:28

I would really like you to become a guest poster on my blog. Electric Scooter

Victoria Sanz - 14/11/2022 15:35

Excelente presentación del servicio de peluquería. Saludo cordial desde nuestro portal con

retransmisiones de los sorteos de Euromillones y publicaciones relacionadas con los premios y

probabilidades de ganar esta lotería. Euromillonarias

mtom - 12/11/2022 12:05

I can’t believe the quantity of spam that your website is getting hit with. When you need any assist

with deleting the spam comments please email me. 파워볼사이트
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